
TIPS FOR SUCCESS
WHAT TO WEAR
HAVE FUN!

SESSION GUIDE
Your guide to a successful portrait session
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What to expect at Keane Studios

You've made it, you are officially a senior! Now that you are
looking ahead to being a part of the graduating class of
2024, it's time to plan for your Keane Studios senior
portrait session. Whether your objective is to have a simple
session with online viewing or a custom experience with
multiple outfits and robust packages, we have the session
for you! 

Ensuring success for your senior portraits

A little about us:
Keane Studios is a locally owned family business which has served over 60,000 seniors
in the last 28 years. We are the official senior portrait photographer for your school's
yearbook. We're honored to serve many San Diego High Schools from our Rancho
Bernardo & Sorrento Valley locations

First thing to do is schedule your session by following the link in your email or by visiting 

www.keaneseniors.com

Flip through for more information about our sessions and what to wear! 1



Studio 2 Outfit, 30 minutes in studio. $49 session fee

Studio 3 Outfit, 45 minutes in studio. $69 session fee

Pets are always welcome! 
Please arrive dressed in the outfit you'd like for your yearbook photo first.
Keep your extra outfits and personal items in your private dressing room.
Hair and makeup are your responsibility.
View and order in person or over Zoom with one of our talented portrait consultants and choose from a
wide variety of custom collections, wall portraits and albums.

Senior Portrait Sessions
ALL SESSIONS INCLUDE YOUR YEARBOOK HEADSHOT

The entire experience
at Keane Studios was
phenomenal! I highly
recommend them!
-Parent of Westview
2021 senior
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LOCATION ADD-ON for more fun...(next page)



I recommend you get the photos
taken at the beach because they
were absolutely gorgeous.  

- Mom of Point Loma senior, 2022

Book a "Studio & Courtyard" online
Meet at Rancho Bernardo studio.
One hour split between both outdoor & indoor 
 sessions all on site.
Spanish style architecture with fountain & florals.
Time for up to four outfits.
Great for staying local!

Book a "Studio + Location" online
Meet at the train station.
30 minute session.
Spots include train tracks, gardens, old
car and the bridge.
One outfit works (no dressing room)! 
Bring a jacket to throw on top.

Your studio portrait session PLUS a beach or park session another day
Studio    Location Sessions -$119

Book a "Studio + Location" online
Meet at the top of the staircase at
Nautilus & Neptune.
30 minute session.
One outfit works (no dressing room)! 
Bring a jacket to throw on top.
Sunset time slots (limited slots available)!

Windansea Beach 

Old Poway Park 

Rancho Bernardo Courtyard: $99
Both studio & outdoors!

A neighborhood favorite
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A San Diego classic
($99 ala carte)

($99 ala carte)



“Your studio not only takes the best photos in town, you have the
best service, too! Thank you!!!
-Mom of LCC senior, 2021

A series of headshots on our classic background.
There is time for just ONE outfit.
Hair and makeup are your responsibility. 
Sorry, no time for props!
You will receive an online gallery to choose your
yearbook portrait and any prints/digitals you might
want to own! 
All orders are placed online and arrive at your home
within 4-6 weeks.

Meets classic yearbook headshot requirements. 
Photography on campus on select dates only for your school. 
Times are limited only in the fall!
Only one outfit is allowed.
Arrive dressed and ready! 
Only available in the fall.
Hair and makeup are your responsibility.

A series of headshots + online gallery to choose
your yearbook portrait, prints and digitals. 

The Yearbook Headshot - $29
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Yearbook Makeup Day - complimentary
Makeup day on campus, studio selects the image.

“My son doesn’t like to take photos at all, but his senior portrait came
out so wonderfully that we had a tough time selecting the best one. 
-Parent of 2023 senior

Our photographer was so amazing. So kind, patient and did a fantastic job on my sons
senior portraits. The studio staff are very accommodating. I highly recommend them.
-Parent of 2023 senior


